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Abstract— Group communication is widely used by most of the 

emerging network applications such as telecommunication, video 

conferencing, simulation applications, distributed and interactive 

systems. Secured group communication is performing vital role 

to protect those applications and provide integrity, authenticity, 

confidentiality, and availability of message delivered between 

group members with respect to communicate securely between 

the inter group and within group. We propose a polynomial P to 

achieve efficient key representation and generated a polynomial 

H(x) to make intergroup key. In our scheme, the group is sub 

divided into number of sub groups. Each subgroup has a 

subgroup master node for key generation within a subgroup. The 

group controller stores the subgroup master node information 

with particular subgroup specification. The subgroup masters 

generate H(X) polynomial key and distribute for inter group 

secure communication. 

Keywords— Group communication;Key; Cryptography; Authenticity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Group key management is an emerging technology 

which is deployed on the organization’s internet and intranet. 

More number of applications or terminals is sharing access for 

application folders, videos, multimedia contents, audio, and 

conferences. The inter and intra group members can exchange 

information with video conferencing, internet relay chat, 

point-2-point, multicast traffic, etc., 

The important challenges in group communication 

are efficient key generation of secure key. The supervisors of 

group can be separated into departments A, B, C, and D 

shown in Fig 1.1. When one of the employees(denoted by e) 

sends his/her work progress to supervisor in department A, 

supervisor  in department B and C don’t have permission to 

access and cannot decrypt the message of employee e, because 

of security. Other employees also don’t have permission to 

decrypt message but all supervisors can share messages 

securely.  

 
Fig 1.1 Examples: Company 

Another example Fig 1.2 is similar to an organization 

with several departments such as sales, purchase, personal, 

R&D , and accounts. If a member of personal team needs to 

send personal information to accounts team securely, It must 

be encrypted with key. Only a member in account team will be 

able to read the information from the personal team member, 

due to problems in inter and intra group secure 

communication. The concept of secret key is deployed both 

inter group and intra group communication. 

 

 
Fig 1.2 Example : Organization 
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Key regeneration and encryption with shared key is 

one of the biggest problems in group communication for the 

inter group applications. When a member x in the personal 

team needs to send a message that can be read only by 

accounts team members. The account team controller always 

generate a new shared key and broadcast it to the personal 

team and account team members same as previous process, 

there are more number of key generation can access. The 

problem behind these messages there will be communication 

overhead occurs.  

II. RELATED WORK 

As an effect of the huge invention of group 

communication applications, there is an increasing demand for 

the security mechanisms to provide secured group 

communication. Xie et al.[5] were proposed secure group 

communication in heterogeneous wireless networks. They 

discussed about security issues in HWN and depicts how 

networks attack against single-hop and multi-hop wireless 

networks to high level attacks. They also find challenges in 

infrastructure security and information security. Wang et al [6] 

discussed many key agreement protocols with hierarchy. They 

have used elliptic curve and bilinear mapping function 

cryptography to achieve hierarchical key derivation. Sarkar et 

al [7] proposed a secured group communication using Partially 

Balanced Incomplete Block Designs (PBIBD) model. Authors 

used two types of cryptosystems for secret key generation. 

Key establishment can be achieve by node ids from public to 

private. 

Harney et al [11] implemented a group key 

management protocol (GKMP) in secure group 

communication. The GKMP is the protocol which is used for 

internet communication. It is mainly created in grouped 

symmetric keys for message transfer. It does not need any 

centralized coordinator. Only the group members hold the 

secret keys. It is fully depend on sender and receiver initiated 

operation. The key server can share secret key KEKs with all 

group members. The controller can send group packet with 

group traffic encryption key (GTEK) and group key 

encryption key (GKEK). The GKP distribution is done by 

using GTEK and GKEK. It has some disadvantages. First one, 

this method does not scale large network with dynamic 

members. The packet loss may lead to key generation 

problem.  

 

Wong et al. [12, 13] proposed secure group 

communication by join /leave and specify protocols. They 

mentioned secure group by triple (U, K, R) where U denotes 

users, K denotes Key, and R denotes user-key relation. They 

had used key graphs to specify secure groups. In their 

implementation, rekey generation is specified by those three 

protocols while a user joining and leaving a secure group.  

They had implemented logical key hierarchy. The 

group members are organized into top to bottom tree structure. 

Each member can hold a copy of the secret key for their 

leaves.  It reduces a number of rekey generations. Everything 

is done with help of join/leave and specifies protocols. The 

main disadvantage of this LKH is key distribution overhead 

because of more copies of keys. 

The centralized key management scheme is affected 

by single point failure problem. It can be overcome by 

forming subgroups with in groups. These subgroups are 

maintained by Group Security Agent(GSA) who is responsible 

for subgroup key distribution. 

There are many authors proposed many strategies for 

secured group communication. McGrew et al. [15] discussed 

one-way function trees. This algorithm broadcasts a number of 

keys when new member added or dispossessed.  Diffie et 

al[17] proposed a protocol called Diffie-Hellman protocol. 

The basic methodology of this protocol computes exponential 

time key generation. It is extended by Steiner et al [18] and 

named as Generic n-party D-H Key distribution. Secret key 

calculated by member to member. 

III. POLYNOMIAL BASED KEY MANAGEMENT 

This research proposes a polynomial based mechanism to 

secure both inter-group and intra-group networks. A 

polynomial based key management scheme was implemented 

by more researchers. There are more possible advantages for 

using polynomial in key management. They are represented in 

upcoming sections. In the proposed research method, we use 

two types of polynomials, the first one is denoted by P which 

is used to process the intra-group key, and second polynomial 

is denoted by H(x) which is used to generate inter-group key. 

A. Process 

First we introduce a polynomial based key management 

scheme, we describe the process of the intra-group and inter-

group key management scheme. the main idea behind this 

work is only the sender of the group and the target group 

members know the secret message. The main goal is that the 

member in group I represented as v sends an information to 

the members in group j securely. The following steps  

represent the process of polynomial key management. 

 

Step 1: 

All the members in intra group Gj can divided into number of 

subgroups S1,S2,..Sn. 
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Step 2: 

Each Sub group Sj can control by sub group master. The 

group controller can pick a subgroup master node and store it 

for further key generation. 

 
 

Step 3: 

All the members in intra-group Sj can share the key SGKj 

using polynomial P to process secure communication.  

 

 
 

Fig 3.1 Sub Group Key sharing 

 

Step 4: 

All the members in group Sj can able to generate polynomial 

Hji(x) using already derived group key SGKj. 

 

 
Fig 3.2 H(x) Key generation 

 

Step4: 

The member v in Gi needs to send information to Gj. The 

member v in Si requests the key Hji(v) from the group Gi. 

 

 
Fig 3.3 member Key Request 

 

Step 5: 

The member v in Gi sends information to group Gj with 

encrypted by Hji(v). 

 

 
Fig 3.4 Message with Encryption 

 

Step 6: 

All the members in Gj again calculate Hji(v) from Hji(v) then 

decrypt the message. 
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Fig 3.5 Decrypt Message 

 

 
The main approach in intra-group key management 

scheme using polynomial method is discussed below. 

The group is divided into a member sub groups. Each sub 
group member in SGK shares key SGK within group as 
securely and efficiently. 

1. Key Encryption Key (KEKi) which is shared between 
the group controller and subgroup master node. 

2. The subgroup master node distributes KEKi to the 
member I in sub groups. 

3. The subgroup controller generates polynomial P 
according to KEKj and broadcast polynomial to the 
member. 

4. The members receive the P and derive key GKk 

B. Group Key sharing for inter group 

 Our ultimate aim is to generate group key for intra-group 
with high security and efficiency. The sender and members in 
target group are only able to read the secret messages. All the 
traditional methodologies  produce huge number of keys. 

 There are so many disadvantages while using traditional 
key generation methodologies. Instead of that we propose key 
generation method by using intra group key and polynomial P. 
When nodes are sub divided into groups, the groups are 
further divided into sub groups. The inter group key SGKk 
shared between sub groups. It is very convenient to a member 
for generating H(x) polynomial. In this Paper we propose 
SHA1PRNG to produce 64 kit keys. The inter group key 
generation using SHA1PRNG implemented with secure 
random function. It generates hash keys. 

 

IV. EVALUATION 

In this part, we examine security and efficiency of key 

management. 

A. Security 

In general, secured key management is attached by more 

number of attacks. The attacker who fetches some information 

without any modification is called passive attacks. In active 

attacks, the node capture is done by an attacker. In this attack, 

an attacker can modify node information. 

Our proposed mechanism is secured against active and passive 

attacks. 

In order to retrieve group key GK, the group controller sends a 

polynomial P to sub group masters and the subgroup master 

shares to the members. As per polynomial P, the polynomial 

factorization is NP-hard so not easy to guess intra-group key 

management. The GK is never leaked out. Thus, it is hard to 

generate the polynomial H(x)’s coefficient by an active and 

passive attacks. 

B. Creating group Controller and Subgroup Controller 

The group controller is responsible for generating and 

distributing secret keys and polynomial P. inter and intra-

group key also measures the efficiency, traffic, and node 

capacity. The node which gets the maximum number of 

approvals which will consider as controller and the highest 

capacity node as subgroup master. 

C. Overhead 

The group controller only stores the information of the 

subgroup master. So the minimum number of storage required 

to store nodes information. The subgroup master also does not 

have too much nodes so storing minimum number of keys for 

member’s information. Thus, the subgroup controller stores 

only polynomial P and KEK which is distributed between the 

master and member i that n denotes number of members. 

Thus, the storage overhead problem is solved using 

polynomial P. 

In previous approach, the communication overhead occurs 

because number of nodes increases in a group will create 

massive traffic while rekeying. To solve this issue, we 

proposed sub group master with high capacity and countable 

nodes so the traffic is managed. We can reduce 

communication overhead. Broadcasting the information is also 

easy within intra-group and inter-group secure 

communication. 

In the inter-group key management scheme, we think that 

there are G groups in the network and S Subgroups and n 

members in the each subgroup. There is no need to generate 

n*(G-1) t-degree polynomials H(x). All the members are 

creating polynomial H(x) so communication overhead 

problem is solved. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Secured inter-group and intra-group communication has 

become an important technique of many applications in 

networks. Both inter-group and intra-group communication 

must be secured by the secret keys which are shared between 

the sender and target group members. The polynomial key 

generation method proposed to generate secure keys. In the 

proposed scheme, the group controller does not need to 
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generate too much keys and also no need of encryption and 

decryption. The presented scheme reduces the number of 

broadcast traffic in the secure group communication. The 

members are able to attribute polynomial key generation 

instead of the group controller. 
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